GLANCE into any petroleum trade journal and you will see that Bradford-Allegheny crude oil commands the highest price of all Pennsylvania grade crudes. For Bradford-Allegheny crude was formed a hundred million years ago during the Devonian age—a wonderful age which produced so little of the world’s oil compared to other geological ages—yet produced it of such superior quality!

The Sinclair Refining Company uses nothing but Bradford-Allegheny crude in the manufacture of Sinclair/galolin Motor Oil. In the big, new Sinclair refinery at Wellsville, N.Y., expert refining skill does what Nature left undone. Here Mobilene is triple-filtered, de-waxed at as low as 60°F below zero and its carbon-forming content reduced to the minimum.

Have the nearest Sinclair dealer change your oil to Sinclair Mobilene according to the Sinclair Law of Lubrication. After long, hard driving note how this Mobilene stands up—how it comes out of the crankcase almost as good as it went in. Note, especially, how very little Mobilene has been used up—positive, visible proof that this rich Devonian oil protects the last mile as well as the first! SINCLAIR REFINING COMPANY, (INC.)


SINCLAIR MOBILINE
Pennsylvania MOTOR OIL
35¢ per quart

Made in the newest, largest single refinery using PENNSYLVANIA grade crude exclusively.

Sinclair Refining Co., Inc. 7 New York 1927